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ORE DRESSING AND METALLURGICAL LIBORATORIE3. 

DIvestigetion No. 1751. 

Examination of Twenty-four Unlveraal Carrier ?ins. 
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of the 

OR  e DRESSING AND  rETALLURGIOAL  LABCRATURIE. 

Investii;ation No.  1751. 

...Lxamination of Tw(inty-::cur ïnlversal  Carrier  :ins. 

.Crigin  of Material 8.122_21211nDeleILLEALLM:  
On  November 10th, 1944, Dr. C. ':;«. Drury, Director 

of  MetallurGy,  Army Engineering Design Branch, Department of 

Munitions and Supply,  Toronto, Cntario, submitted twenty-four 

(24) Universal  Carrier  pins  which had net been heat-troated.  The  . 

accompany:Inc Requisition No,  84ü,  AGODOBG  Lot 1196,  Report  

No. 9, Section A, Test 30;stated that Canadian Zame  felt it 

was not  2ossib1e to heat-treat this lot of pins commercially 

to obtain the required  case  hardness of  24,.32  Rociewall  'CI 

due  te the fact that varioue hrute3 were represented,  it was 

requested that the pins be cut so that cne portion might be 

neat-treated  in the regular àay  cf'carburizing  and quenching 
• 

and the core hardness obtained. The ether portion  wae tc) be 

used for further experimentation, if necessary. 



pin 
No. 

13 	- 	17 
14 	- 	24025 
13 	- 	20 
16 	- 	25 
17 	- 	22 
18 	- 	Ç5-26 
19 	- 	10-12  

23 
21 	- 	29-30 
22 - 	13 
23  - 	28 
24 	- 	27 
Magbale.ne■••■••■•■■••••••■•••••■•••••••••• 

	

1 	. 	•20  

	

2 	- a 

	

-4 	 . 	7 

	

5 	- 	21-23 

	

6 	- 	26 

	

7 	. 	23-24 

	

0 	- 	22 

	

9 	- 	25-26 

	

10 	- 	26-27 

	

11 	- 	- 7 

Heat Treatment: 

The 24 seetlons (one half-cut from eueb. pin) were 

given 2 houre in approximately 15 per cent cyanide bath 

1625°  F,  and quenched by tend  in  a still c:t1  bath.  ,  The oil 

was Houghton's No. 3  grade  at  125°  F. The  properties of this 

cil are ae  follows: 

Viscosity, seconds ;',aybelt Universal at 125 0  r. 	71. 
Viscosity  index  r-.1  72. 
A.S.T.M. Colour  No.  (Union)  = nc, 
Specific gravity at 60' F.  = 0*886 
Degrees A 0 P.10  =  
Flash point, ' F. =  350. 
Fire point, ' F. (Cleveland  cpen cup) = 385. 
Pour point,  '  Po  =  35 0  
Carbon residue,  per  cent  ey'  weight (Ramsbottom)  ,e  0.02. 
Neutralization  No  =  0.03. 
Corrosion  = Negative. 

The  ratio  of steel to cil, weight  te  volume, wae 

pounds steel to 25 gallons 011. 

Core flardness: 

Ccre  hardness readings were  taken  after the pins 

wore given the  above treatment. :Zile results were as follows: 

Rockwell IC' 
hardness  

Fin 	Rockwell 
No. 	Hardness 

ilnat Ircatnent  of Law-core-Hardness rine: 

Pins NOe.  2 0  3,  13 and 19 gave lcw core hardnses. 

The other half of each of these pins was given a  different 

type of treatment. These  )1_eces,  alcng with u number,cf 

dummy pieces (to make up the surie weight and  sara  arrangement 
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(Heat Treatment  of Low-Core-Ilardness Pins conttd) - 

for quenching as previously used), were subjected to the 

following heat treatment: 

2 hours at 1650 °  Po  in 15  per cent (approximately) 
CY bathe quenched int0 Gulf tuper-Quen6h oil 
at 125 °  P. 

The properties or Gulf  Super-Queneh &rot 

Vlsoosity, seconds Saybelt Universal at 125 0  Po =  620 
Vieoosity index = 110. 
A.S.T.M. Colour goo (Union)  =  Dark green. 
Specific gravity at 60 0  Po me 00864. 
Degrees A.P.I. = 32.3. 
Flash  point, ° P.  =  360. 
Fire point, ° F.  (Cleveland open cup) = 380. 
Pour point,  °  P. =  25. 
Carbon residue, per  cent by weight = 0.50. 
Neutralization No. = 0.02. 
Corrosion = Negative. 

The  metal-to-oil ratio by weight  on quenching 

was 5i pounds metal to 25 gallons oil. 

Core  Hardnees - 

The core hardnese of the four pieces after  the 

above treatment is shown below (Table 1) in comparison 

with the  hardness obtained on the other half in the 

previous treatment. 

TABLE  I. 

CORE HARDNESS 
-16250-e.; 	16-50°-Ff. 
Houghton 

Is4 	 No.  3 

	

2 	 8 	 a 

	

3 	 a 	 8-9 

	

11 	 7 	s 

	

19 	 10.12 	 15 
100, 	 ,•••■•••■••■■••■•■•■•■■•••••••••• ••••••■■•••■••■■•■esaaMr1.«■■••••■••••■••■•••■■•••■■•■••■•••■•■■•• 

IlemeselLelerel: 
Drillings were taken from the cores ef  Pins 

Noe o  4 and 21,  whose core bardnessee after  the Houghton 

oil quench were 7  and 29-30 Rockwell 'CI reepectively. 

These represent the extremes in core .hardness. Chemical 

Pin 

ROCKWELL 'CI 
be-P7, 

Gulf 
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(0hentica1 Ana4s1.s„ con d) - 

analyses were cbtnined, Its follows: 

DO, 4 	 fEi NC, 21 
(Rockwell '0' 'n 

rar  Cent - 

Carbon 	- 	0.16 
Manganese 	 - 	0,40 
Nickel 	- 	1085 
Chromiuna  
Molybdenum - 	TrtAce 

(-; 0 41:3 

:, (1uuaid-Ehn: 

A spec;Ieen  Was taken from rin  No 4, mIlich  Uva  a 

core hardness cf Rockwell /0' when given the 162.' 	F.  irat- 

ment aobti. quenched into No. 3 Houghton's on. T111. 	;;;iven 

a  MeQuaid ,--hn treatuient und 	on  examined under  t7  miz,roscope 

Ff.gure  1  (X500)  illustrateS the , truct ,„Iro obtaned 

Fiure 1 

X500, nital etch. 

Cementite  and  ferrite (wM.te constituents) ar 
Indicative of an fabnormalî steel, 
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Microsclopic  Examination: 

Transverse specimens were cut from Finn NO8 0  4 and 21. 

Tneso were Tpolished,  etched  ln 2  per  cel,t nitftl e  imr.1 e:uminsgf> 

under the microscope. Figure  2  (X500) iliwutrater the core 

structure of the low-hardness Pin No,  4.  It consists me,Inly 

of ferrit?. Figure 3 •:(..!.'00)  shows  the  etructure cf  the 

hardness Pin Pia. 21. This structure is mainly low-carbon 

martensite. 
FlEpEl 2. 

nitLi  etch. 

GORE OF PIN NO. 4;  1-1.°1/4:KW7J,I,  ICI 7. 

Mainly ferrite (white constituent), 
071Ile 

Fir,ure 3. 

X500 9  nitzl etch. 
CORE  ce 	PD, 21; ROOKV.2LL. 1 ,-;• 

Mainly low-oarbcn marteneite. 
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Disoussion: 

A great variation In ecre hardness was cbtained in 

heat treating the twenty-four pieces simultaneously. Analysis 

of a low-core-hardness  and  a  high-uore-hardnees pin  showed that 

two different heats of ateel wore present, A  difference in 

hardenability between the two heatn of steel accounts for  the 

 wide variation in core hardness obtained after a  uniform heat 

treatment. 

Using  a higher temperature (10 c  P.) and a  faster 

quenching oil did not effect any appreciable increase In the 

hardness  of the lowecore-hardnese pin.  If the temperature were 

raised any higher,  in order to obtain grain  coarsening for 

increased harderability, the  high-hardness pins would present 

difficulties. he core hardners  of this type would probably 

be over the ;.%2 Rockwell 1 0 1  maximum. Failure to meet the 

Impact  requirement might also.result. 

The Meciaid-Uhn test ehowa that the low-core-hardness 

pins  are produced from an tabnormall heat of steel. An abnormal 

steel is the result of Luproper deoxidation practice in the 

,  melting operation. It ie usually difficult to harden an  abnormal 

steel properly. 

In  view of the above findings it Is felt that it  would 

not be possible to heat-troat commercially  a  batch cf pins 

similar to thoee'handled in thie report ao that they wo‘ild 'pass 

all the specifieation  requirements. 

8.••••••••■■•• 

Conclusions: 

1. The  ocre hardness varied from 7 to 30 flokroll "e , , 

2. It was eetablished  that  at leaat two diffsrent 

beats of steel are  represented by  this  lot  of  pins. 

3. Variation in  the hardenability  of the two heate 

Of  steel examined makes it Impractical to heat-treat lots of 
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(Conclusions, contld) 

pins such  as  ttose  commercially, 

4, The  low hardenability  of the 0.15 carbcn  steel 

le due to  lts  being !rom  an fabnormall haat  of steel. 
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